






You may use the following diagram to confirm the location and function of each of these features.

A. ON/OFF Switch: Controls power to the transmitter.
B. Steering Wheel: Steering the vehicle left and right.
C. Throttle Trigger: Contols the speed and the Forward/Reverse direction of the vehicle.
D. Throttle Trim: Ajusts the neutral position of the throttle so your vehicle responds correctly 
     to the trigger.
E. Steering Trim: Adjusts the neutral position of the throttle so your vehicle travels straight.
F. Throttle Reverse Switch: Reverses the forward/reverse direction of the 
    steering wheel.
G. Steering Reverse Switch: Reverse the left/right direction of steering 
     wheel.
H. Antenna: Transmitter radio signals to your receiver.
I.  Recharging Jack: you can charge the battery with your charger
    if you are using rechargeable batteries in your transmitter. 
    Caution: You can not recharge Non-rechargeable batteries.

J. Battery Power Indicators: Signal when it is time to replace
    your transmitter batteries when the red indicator lit.
L. Frequency Crystal: Controls the operating freqency(channel) 
    of your transmitter.

RUNNING MULTIPLE VEHICLE

If you have some vehicles that would like to get a vehicle of 
their own or already have friends with other vehicles that you
will be racing, it is very important that you first check what
frequency channel your vehicle is on and confirm that none
of your friends have the same frequency as yours. 

If you do find that someone else is using the same frequency 
channel that you are, you must wait for them to turn their 
transmitter and vehicle OFF or you may choose to change the 
frequency crystals in your transmitter and receiver (so that you 
can run together at the same time without causing any radio 
interference)

Additional frequency crystal sets can be purchased separately
and installed in a few quick seconds.
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To change frequency crystals simply remove the black plastic crystal holder from the back of your 
transmitter by carefully pulling it straight out. Slide the crystal out of the holder and install the new 
crystal labeled “Tx” in its place. 
Then carefully align the two pins that extend from the transmitter, and gently press it into place.

Do NOT force the crystal! The pins can easily be broken! Remove the crystal from your receiver in the 
same careful manner using a pair of needle-nose pliers and install the new “Rx”crystal in its place.
i
PLEASE NOTE:
It is very important that the crystal labeled “ Tx” is installed in the transmitter and the crystal marked “Rx” 
is installed in the receiver.

3. LEARNING THE TRANSMITTER - 2.4GHz
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Before turning on your vehicle, pls first familiarize your transmitter, you may use the following diagram 
to confirme the location and function of each of these features.

A. ON/OFF Switch: Controls power to the transmitter.
B. Steering Wheel: Steering the vehicle left and right.
C. Throttle Trigger: Contols the speed and the Forward/Reverse direction of the vehicle.
D. Throttle Trim: Ajusts the neutral position of the throttle so your vehicle responds correctly to the trigger. 
E. Steering Trim: Adjusts the neutral position of the throttle so your vehicle travels straight.
F. Throttle Reverse Switch: Reverses the forward/reverse direction of  
    the steering wheel.
G. Steering Reverse Switch: Reverse the left/right direction of  
     steering wheel.

H. Antenna: Transmitter radio signals to your receiver.
I.  Recharging Jack: you can charge the battery with your charger
    if you are using rechargeable batteries in your transmitter. 
    Caution: You can not recharge Non-rechargeable batteries.
J. Battery Power Indicators: Signal when it is time to replace your
    transmitter batteries when the red indicator lit.
K. Steering Knob: Adjusts the steering angle.
L. Start Button: Channel 3

2.4G Hz Frequency Pin Setup
                      Pin Jumper

BEFORE YOU RUN THE CAR

About the glow fuel:
The engines used for the ACME TECH models require glow fuel,to get the proper fuel is very 
important for long engine life. Improper fuel can cause starting probelms, poor performance, and 
excessive wear on the engines. There are many brands or glow fuels, however they must meet the 
following requirements:
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1. Switch on the transmitter.

2. Turn on the receiver power(you can choose any channel), plug the jumper into “BIND/BATT” of
    the receiver. When the indicator starts falshing, that means the receiver comes into the set code
    mode. At this point, pull out the jumper immediately.

3. The receiver can automatically find the nearest transmitter to match with.
    Once they match successfully, the indicator would keep lighting(at this moment please plug the
    jumper into “BIND/BATT” again.) 
   And if the indicator continuously flashes, that means they have not matched successfully.
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1. Use a popular name brand of glow fuel.
2. Try to keep the nitro (nitro methane) between 10% - 30%!
3. Do not use any type of airplane or helicopter fuels. The fuels for airplanes or helicopters may not 
    have the necessary oil types and ratios needed for R/C cars.
4. Be careful not to purchase gasoline or kerosene by mistake.  Both cannot be used! Also, be very 
    careful when handling glow fuel. It is highly flammable and explosive.

About radio system
You should first understand the operation of your transmitter, place eight AA batteries in the transmitter,
and insert another four AA batteries into the battery case, it is important that all the batteries are fresh.
Always check the path and the condition of the battery case wires as well as the switch wires, a broken
wire can cause a short circuit and lead to a loss of control.
Always turn your transmitter on first and off last, if you start your car before turning on your transmitter,
you will lose control of the car and cause damage to property and your car.

Test the following radio functions without the engine running:
1. Turn on the transmitter.
2. Turn on the car receiver battery pack switch, both the steering and throttle servos should move to 
     their respective neutral settings.
3. Turn the steering wheel on the transmitter left and right, the front wheels should turn left and right
     (when viewed from behind). Use the steering trim adjustment to set the neutral(wheels pointing
     straight ahead) setting on your car. If your servos are slow, check your batteries.
4. Pull the throttle trigger, the carburetor should open on the engine.
5. Push the throttle trigger open and forward. This will activate the brakes.
6. Use the throttle trim adjustment to set the neutral (carburetor closed, brakes starting to engage)
    setting on your car. 
7. Hold the throttle open and roll the car on the ground, the car should roll freely, while it is still rolling,
    push on the brakes. The car should come to an immediate stop. 

About the carburetor:
Let’s check the carburetor linkage before your fire up the engine for the first time.
Pull off the air filter, turn the transmitter on first, followed by the car.
With your finger off the throttle, which is the neutral position, the throttle should be almost closed, with
an opening about 0.7 - 1mm.
Pull the throttle wide open and look into the carburetor and see if it’s opening all the way up, if you don’t
see the gap, adjust the throttle end point adjustment on your transmitter according to the radio manual,
or adjust the linkage shown earlier in this manual to achieve full throttle. When everything is adjusted
OK, remember to turn the switch off in your car first, followed by your transmitter.
Now, place the air filter back on your carburetor and fasten in with a tie wrap. 

Checklist before running
1. Ensure all screws are securely tightened.
2. Ensure all moving parts move without binding.
3. Install an oiled air filter, ensure it is clean and not clogged.
4. Ensure the fuel line is leak proof, with no cracks, ensure it is not clogged.
5. Ensure the muffler and exhaust are damage-free.
6. Ensure the radio batteries are fresh, ensure they are securely installed.
7. Ensure servos and linkages move without binding.
8. Eusure the area of operation is safe.
9. Ensure no one is on your frequency.

   



Break-in the engine
The break-in step is required for brand new engines, if you fail to properly break-in an engine, you will 
cause permanent and premature damage to your engine. Engine operation and turning will become
difficult and engine life will be shortened. During th break-in period, do not operate the engine at high
rpm’s!
1. Start the engine using either a Starter Box or Hand Starter.
2. Place the car on top of a stand with the wheels off the ground.
3. Slowly raise the throttle and check to make sure the tires spin and the brakes work.
4. Break-in the engine, allow the engine to idle for 5 minutes, then shut down and allow it to cool.
    Repeat this procedure for an entire tank of fuel, after the first tank, begin to run teh car at low speeds.
    After each tank of fuel is consumed, tighten the main needle value 10 - 20 centigrade. Monitor engine
    temperature during this process. You want to slowly bring the temperatuere of the motor up to around   
    200F. Make sure there is plenty of smoke coming out of the exhaust, during this time you may need to 
    adjust the idle and bottom end needle valves setting as well. Bottom end setting should be set so that
    the engine blubers on take off, idle should be just high enough to prevent the engine from shutting off.
5. Run the engine a total of 5 tanks of fuel to complete the brake-in.  

IMPORTANT!
NEVER run your nitro powered R/C cars without an oiled air filter on. The air filter is essential for 
keeping dirt out of the engine, the air filter should be inspected carefully every time you refuel.

When the air filter starts to get dirty, do the following steps:
1. Clean the foam out with fuel or alcohol, do this by pouring a small amount in a small can and 
    kneading the filter in it, when the foam is clean, dispose of the fuel or alcohol properly.

2. Squeeze out the fuel with a paper towel until it is dry.

3. Apply the air filter oil around the filter, put the filter in a plastic bag and knead it until the filter is 
    saturated, but not soaked.

MAINTENANCE
Before storing your car away, draw out any fuel from the fuel tank, next, restart the engine to combust
remaining fuel, leaving fuel inside the engine will make engine starting difficult and may cause rust, 
apply after-run oil to the engine, wipe off dirt and oil, check all parts for loose screws, disconnect the 
receiver batteries.

OPERATING YOUR MODEL SAFELY
1. Operate the model in open area with no people around! Do not operate it:
    on public roads!
    in places where children and people are present!
    in residential districts and parks
    indoors and in confined areas.
    Non-observance may account for personal injury and property damage!

2. Always check the batteries in the transmitter and the battery pack for the receiver!
    When the batteries get weak, the transmission and reception of the radio decrease, you may lose
    control of your model then operating it under such conditions, this may lead to accidents.

3. Keep in mind that people around you might also be operating a radio control model!
    Never share the same frequency with somebody else at the same time! signals will be mixed and 
    you will lose control of your model, this may lead to accident!

4. Always use approved ground frequencies!
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5. When the model is behaving strangely...
    Immediately stop the model and check for the cause, as long as the probelm is unclear, do not 
    operate the car! This may lead to further trouble and unforeseen accident!

6. Handle fuel outdoors only! Fuel vapors and exhausts are toxic!

7. Do not put fingers or any objects inside rotating and moving parts!
    Parts rotate / move at high speed, you may be seriously injured!

8. After using, do not touch equipment on the models such as the engine and muffler, because they 
    generate high temperatures!
    You may cause severe burns to yourself by touching them!

9. Use only glow fuel for this radio control model!

10. Fuel is highly flammable and explosive!-
      Never use fuel indoors or in places with open fires and sources of heat!
      Store fuel in cool, dry and dark places, keep out of children’s reach! Shut the cap tightly!
      Do not dispose of empty of fuel cans into fire! There is danger of explosion.

11. Do not swallow fuel, do not allow for contact to eyes, nose, face and ears!
      If fuel is swallowed, induce vomiting, if fuel gets into eyes, rinse them with water and seek medical
      help.
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Part No. Descriptions Part No. Descriptions
33020 supporting ball end 30104 BM 3*12 BH screw 10pcs

33021 upper susp.arm's ball end 30105 BM 3*15 BH screw 10pcs

33022 front plate 30106 BT 2*8 BH screw 10pcs

33023 rear plate 30107 front susp.linkage

33024 ball end holder/sway bar holder A&B 30109 ball stud B 10pcs

33025 steering linkage rod set w/screws(M3*10L) 30110 ball stud C 10pcs

33026 central joint shaft w/pins 30114 washer(φ3*φ8*2)

33027 outdrive shaft 30115 univ.joint A w/grub screw(M4*4)

33028 wheel hub 30116 univ.joint B w/grub screw(M4*4)

33029 outdrive shaft pins 30117 univ.joint C w/grub screw(M4*5)

33030 exhaust pipe holder 30121 engine mounts w/cap screw&washer(M3*10)

33031 throttle and brake parts set w/screws 30131 engine flywheel w/nut&pin

33032 brake parts set 30180 M3*10 grub screw 5pcs

33033 body support 30211 rear wing support L/R 2pcs

33034 rear wings 30212 rear wing bracket L/R 2pcs

33035 chassis 30216 front bumper w/screws(BT3*20)

B0027P printed body with decals 30217 front bulkhead L/R

33036 servo horn A and B 1set 30218 rear bulkhead L/R

33037 ISO 2*12 screws 10pcs 30229 front shock tower

33038 speed completed 30230 rear shock tower

33039 receiver and battery box 30235 pin for upper susp.arm 4pcs

33040 fuel tank completed 30236 pin for lower susp.arm 4pcs

33041 bend pipe 30237 sway bar/way bar ball end w/screws

33042 servo saver completed 30241 BT 3*20 BH screw 5pcs

B1027 clutch shoes completed 30244 shocks ball stud 4pcs

30001 muffler complete 1set 30245 BM 3*18 BH screw 10pcs

30012 central gearbox bulkhead F/R 1set 30295 ball bearing(φ5*φ8*2.5)

30026 washer（φ5*φ9*0.25） 30298 clutch gear(12T)

30035 spur gear w/bracket 1set 30299 dogbone

30043 air filter w/sponge 30801 TPF 2*8 FH screw 10pcs

30051 spur gear shaft w/pin 1set 30835 BT 3*6 BH screw 10pcs

30052 P3 O-ring 10pcs 30837 BT 3*12 BH screw 10pcs

30057 central gearbox bulkhead spacer 1pcs 30860 BM 3*20.5 BH screw 10pcs

30060 brake disc set 32131 fuel connecting pipe(500mm)

30061 diff.gearbox complete 1set 32612 body clip B 4pcs

30073 ball bearing(φ5*φ10*4) 32726 shock washer(φ3.2*φ7.0*0.5)

30074 ball bearig(φ6*φ12*4) 32770 front steering L/R

30075 ball bearing(φ10*φ15*4) 32781 front plastic shock assembly

30076 metal bushing(φ5*φ10*4) 32784 screws

30077 metal bushing(φ6*φ12*4) 32785 TPF 3*10 screw 10pcs

30078 metal bushing(φ10*φ15*4) 33047 susp. Arms (F/R)

30079 E-ring(φ2.3*0.4) 32802 shocks sleeve spacer

30080 E-ring(φ4.0) 32843 hexagon screws  

30081 pin A 10pcs 32874 wheel/tyre/sponge

30082 connecting plate w/screw 33046 murd guard L/R

30083 M3 nylon nut 32943 engine spring(ø0.7*93)

30085 M3*3 grub screw 32948 BT 2*12 screw 10pcs

30086 M4*8 grub screw 10pcs 32949 BT 2*20 screw 10pcs
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Part No. Descriptions Part No. Descriptions
30087 M4*4 grub screw 10pcs 32952 fuel box connecting pipe
30088 socket screw M3*10 32954 fuel cover/supporting rod
32785 TPF 3*10 FH screw 10pcs 32955 O-ring for fuel cover(ø17*ø3)
30092 ISO 3*6 FH screw 10pcs 32956 fuel cover spings and pins
30834 ISO 3*10 FH screw 10pcs 30028 antenna pipe/antenna cap
30095 TPF 3*15 FH screw 10pcs B1030 transmitter switch
30098 BT 3*8 BH screw 10pcs B1029 receiver
30099 BT 3*10 BH screw 10pcs B1034 battery box
30101 BT 3*15 BH screw 10pcs B1026-4 servo
30103 BM 3*8 BH screw 10pcs 30036 Diff. Gear housing
30037 Diff. Case 1pc 30117 Univ. joint C w/grub screw
30066 Diff. Bevel gear B. w/shaft & E-clip 30062 Main pinion gear w/shaft & pin 1set
30063 Diff. Bevel gear S. w/shaft 30067 Pin 2.0*9.4 10pcs
30064 Spur gear 1pcs 32958 TPF3*8 FH screw 10pcs

30358 spur gear 33043 servo saver complete 1set

30372 steering arms/ball cover/O-ring 33044 lower susp.arms

30375 front upper susp.arms w/pins/screws 33045 aluminum shock completed 

30376 rear upper susp.arms w/pins/screws B1042 aluminum tuned pipe w/manifold

30350 transverse dogbones
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Upgradable Parts for A3017T 
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